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DE 2   Electronics 2  

Final Laboratory Oral Examination Guidelines (2023) 
Peter Cheung, version 2.2 

 

Assessment on Lab 5, Lab 6 and the challenges will be in the form of a 15-minute oral examination 
in pairs of lab parners together with one of four Lab Demonstrators on Wednesday 22 March 09.00 
to 12.30.  If you or your partner are unable to attend the Lab Oral at the appointed time, please find 
another pair willing to swap with you and inform me via email.  A schedule for the examination is 
shown below.  This is a formal assessment, and you are REQUIRED to be present at the allotted 
time. The Lab Oral will take place in Level 3 Studio/Lecture Room. 

The purpose of the Oral examination is to establish how much you have learned in the final two Lab 
Sessions, and how much you have achieved in the Challenges.  Questions will be asked to establish 
your level of understanding and how effectively you have conducted the experiments including the 
effective use of your logbook for Labs 5 & 6.  You are expected to keep your own logbook. If you 
share a logbook, you must demonstrate that it is not a ONE PERSON effort alone, i.e. you will be 
tested on contents in the logbook even if you were not the one who “kept” it! 

During the oral, you are also expected to show what you have achieved for the challenges.  I 
strongly recommend that you take short videos of the challenge outcomes with your phone, 
instead of demonstrating live.  You are also required to complete the following two tasks by 9pm 
on Tuesday 21 March 2023: 

1. Zip up your challenge code using filename with group number and one of your surnames. 
E.g. Group 11 is Pietro Farrero and Peter Cheung. Zipped file of your code could be 
farrero_cheung.zip. You must then upload this to the Teams for this module. 

2. Complete a contribution survey form at this URL:. 
https://forms.office.com/r/tfF1SPHjpp 
 

YOU MUST BRING YOUR SEGWAY ASSEMBLY, THE PYBENCH CARDBOARD BOX, ALL CABLES, 
ASSESSORIES AND LITHIUM BATTERY WITH CHARGER, BULB BOARD AND EVERYTHING ELSE 
ASSOCIATED WITH THIS MODULE TO YOUR LAB ORAL.  NO MARKS WILL BE RECORDED OR 
RETURNED UNTIL I HAVE RECEIEVED YOUR COMPLETE KIT. 

 

The learning outcomes for each Lab are summarized below. It is helpful if you consider to what 
extend you have understood with respect to this list of learning outcomes. 

Lab 5: Motor speed measurement & Polling vs interrupt 

Explain how motor speed can be measured using Hall effect sensors; demonstrate understanding of 
the difference between polling and interrupt and their relative advantages and disadvantages; 
explain how MicroPython can be used to set up various interrupt mechanisms so that interrupts 
happen; explain what is an interrupt service routine and how to write a good one. 

Lab 6: Buffering and Beat Detection 

Explain how timer can be used to determine and control the collection of real-time audio data at a 
fixed sampling rate; show how to use memory of the microcontroller to capture and store a block of 
data;  instantaneous energy can be used to determine the beat of music; suggest possible 
improvement in the skeleton algorithm provided. 
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